PDG B-5 Technical Assistance Session
December 12, 2019

Agenda

10:00  Welcome
      Introductions, agenda review, and goals for the day.  
      Kathy Glazer  Jenna Conway

10:20  WHERE DO WE STAND?
      Pilot teams will review their assurances, discuss their
      communities’ accomplishments and challenges, and consider
      questions posed for reflection.  
      VECF team, Pilots

11:15  WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
      UVA will review preliminary findings from data collection
      and provide examples of data utility for Pilots and for Virginia.
      Daphna Bassok  Anita McGinty

12:30  Lunch

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO DIFFERENTLY?
      In considering objectives for the next quarter, Pilots will
      reflect on their path thus far and how they will proceed
      differently based on experiences and learnings.
      VECF team, Pilots

1:30  WHAT’S NEXT?
      Brief preview of PDG B-5 renewal proposal
      Jenna Conway  Kathy Glazer

2:00  WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM PEER INNOVATION?
      Roanoke Valley’s Pilot Lead will share a summary of the
      intensive work on Coordinated Enrollment and Family
      Engagement currently underway in their community.
      Vivien McMahan

2:30  COORDINATING ENROLLMENT AND UPCOMING EFFORTS
      VDOE will share resources on planning for strengthening
      coordinated enrollment for 2020-2021. Pilot teams will
      review these materials and begin to plan their strategic
      approaches for upcoming work.
      VDOE, Pilots

3:30  WHAT DO YOU NEED FROM PDG B-5 IMPLEMENTATION TEAM?
      Pilots Leads will clarify their technical assistance needs for
      the work and responsibilities of the next quarter.

3:45  Adjourn